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INTRODUCTION
Online examination is the easiest method for conducting unbiased exams and performing optimized valuation. Most of competitive exams are performed online and objective type but university exams are performed offline and descriptive type which needs human efforts in valuation and also are biased by some percentage because all the answers do not get evaluated by the same person. Due to which the evaluating pattern and marking styles used in evaluation are different. This is the reason why different students get different marks for the same questions and answers. This leads to biased valuation and hence affects the result of students. Also valuation depends on the mood of valuator at the time of valuation for example if he is in good mood he gives good marks while if he is in a bad mood, he might give bad marks to the student or some times by mistake one gives different marks to someone. Such mistakes leads to the revaluation of answer sheets and which involve a huge amount of money.
According to a survey, every year around 36% students go for revaluation of answer sheets. For saving time and money of revaluations, an approach was proposed in which a classifier based machine learning approach is proposed for the evaluation of descriptive answers. By the same methods and using 5 more classification algorithms, a comparative analysis is performed in this paper to come up with a result that which algorithm gives the best result for the given data set with and without threshold value. In the experiment performed, two rounds are conducted in which one is without threshold value that gives the exact result and one is with +/-1 threshold value where if the difference in human evaluated marks and system evaluated marks have a difference of +/-1 then it will also considered as a correct valuation and if difference goes beyond the threshold difference then it will considered as error.
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Followings are the paper published in different journals and conferences which gives a basic idea regarding the topic of this paper. 
4)
Mamčenko et al. 8 proposed a Illustrative model to recognize concealed patterns in student's answers using data mining techniques. Clustering techniques is applied so that we can group similar types of object together. Result includes, total time spend, time spent to give incorrect answer and time spend to give correct answers however proposed research is not directly related to the valuation of illustrative answers.
III. DESCRIPTION
A. Random Forest Classification: Random Forest Classification is the combination of a group which predicts the tree model of the data. In this classification each and every tree pivot on the values of a random vector specimen such that they are independent from each other and all each and every tree in the forest have similar allocation. Random Forest Classification Algorithm is an entity learning method i.e. a group of items viewed as a whole rather than individually, for classification, regression and other tasks. Random forests are a way of averaging multiple deep decision trees, trained on different parts of the same training set, with the goal of reducing the variance. This comes at the expense of a small increase in the bias and some loss of interpretability, but generally greatly boosts the performance of the final model 15 .
B. J48 Classification:
J48 is an extension of ID3. The additional features of J48 are accounting for missing values, decision trees pruning, continuous attribute value ranges, derivation of rules, etc. In the WEKA data mining tool, J48 is an open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm. The WEKA tool provides a number of options associated with tree pruning. In case of potential over fitting pruning can be used as a tool for précising. 16 .
C. FT Classification:
FT (Functional Tree) combines a standard univariate decision tree, such as C4.5, with linear functions of the attributes by means of linear regressions. While a univariate DT uses simple value tests on single attributes in a node, FT can use linear combinations of different attributes in a node or in a leaf. In the constructive phase a function is built and mapped to new attributes. A model is built using the constructor function. The constructor function should be a classifier or a regression function depending on the type of the problem 15 .
D. Naïve Bayes:
The Naive Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes' theorem, it makes use of all the attributes contained in the data, and analyses them individually as though they are equally important and independent of each other. Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating the posterior probability. Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the effect of the value of a predictor (x) on a given class (c) is independent of the ISSN: 2348 -8387 www.internationaljournalssrg.org Page 7
values of other predictors. This assumption is called class conditional independence.
P(c|x) is the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor (attribute). P(c) is the prior probability of class. P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability of predictor given class. P(x) is the prior probability of predictor 4 .
E. Random Tree:
A random tree is a collection (ensemble) of tree predictors that is called forest. It can deal with both classification and regression problems. The classification works as follows: the random trees classifier takes the input feature vector, classifies it with every tree in the forest, and outputs the class label that received the majority of "votes". In case of a regression, the classifier response is the average of the responses over all the trees in the forest 15 .
F. REPTree: Reduces Error Pruning (REP) Tree
Classifier is one of the most speedy classifier which are famous for their fast decisiveness output which work on the theory of information gain with entity and minimizing the error arising from variance. REP Tree applies regression tree logic and generates multiple trees in altered iterations. After all the repetitions, it selects the best from all generated trees. This algorithm constructs the regression/decision tree using variance and information gain. Also, this algorithm prunes the tree using reduced-error pruning with back fitting method. At the beginning of the model preparation, it sorts the values of numeric attributes once. As in C4.5 Algorithm, this algorithm also deals the missing values by splitting the corresponding instances into pieces 18 .
1) Dataset Collection:
To build a required data set, a descriptive test is performed consisting of 8 questions given to 88 students by which we got 704 answers out of that we select 630 answers. Further that answers are divided as 530 answers for training dataset and 159 answers for testing dataset. Division of answers is done on random basis. These answers got evaluated by human expert and marks are allotted manually on the scale of 0 to 3 where 0 is considered as worst and 3 as best.
Test samples are first evaluated by manual evaluator and it also given to the classifiers for automated valuation. Classifier valuation results are compared to the manual valuation results with the objective that classifier valuation and manual valuation will produce the similar results.
2) Experimental details, methods, materials:
Experiment is carried out on the system having Ubuntu LTS Linux v 14.04 with 1.3 GHz Intel i3 processor and 3 GB Ram. Weka V 3.6.11 machine learning workbench, developed by university of Waikato is utilized for the classification of illustrative answers. Figure 1 show the experimental steps performed.
3) Experiment steps:

Classes Figure 1: Experimental steps
Following questions are asked by students: 
IV. METHODOLOGY
A) Tokenizer: It breaks the incoming answer string down into a stream of terms or tokens. A simple tokenizer divides the string up into terms wherever it encounters whitespace or punctuation. For examples: 4 answers are given
Ans. 1="great work" Ans. 2="excellent work" Ans. 3="worst work ever" Ans. 4="no comment". Identified tokens by tokenizer are: great, work, excellent, worst, ever, no, comments. So it is required to make them compatible, therefore test samples are preprocessed by the arbitrary filter to achieve vector dimension compatibility. The composition of the filter is based solely on the training data and test instances will be processed by the filter without changing their composition.
E) Classification:
As mentioned above, random forest classification, J48 classification, FT classification, naïve bayes classification, random tree classification, a reptree classification algorithm are utilized to evaluate the test samples under the scale of 0-3 and produces the result. It is expected that train classifier would evaluate test samples as human evaluates them.
V. RESULTS
Observations and Discussions:
The data set is applied to the random forest classifier, J48 classifier, FT classifier, naïve bayes classifier, random tree classifier, reptree classifier and observed result is measured by following factors. 
6) Kappa Statics:
Kappa statistic is used to measure the accordance in between predicted and observed categorizations of a dataset, while correcting for an accordance that happens by coincidence. If the results of kappa is 1 then it specifies accurate accordance whereas if the result of kappa is 0 then is specifies accordance equals to chance.
7) Classification %:
It is conditional on the number of samples correctly classified. Here t is the number of sample cases correctly classified, and n is the total number of sample cases. % = 100 *
Following are the result and observation tables containing results of the training and testing datasets. A certain threshold value is applied to the dataset i.e. +/-1. If the difference between human evaluated and system evaluated marks is +/-1 then if will be considered as correct evaluation while if difference goes beyond threshold then it will be considered as error. Table 2 and table 3 shows the different factors  of training and testing data set while table 4 
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Random tree and Random forest gives optimized result with and without threshold value. Still work has to be done in this field for improving grammatical errors and Recognization of such context. Also classifier may get confuse within same type of questions and answers. Natural language processing and artificial intelligence can be used to make system better.
VII.
